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1. INTRODUCTION
The main objective of this pa.per is to study certain classes of completely
distributive complete lattices and their complete lattices of complete
congruence relations. An important tool in our investigations is a funda-
mental result obtained by Raney [6], [7], which states that a complete
lattice is completely distributive if and only if it is a subdirect product
of complete chains. In section 3 we start our work with investigating the
lattice of complete congruence relations of a complete chain. The main
result of this section is that this lattice is a Heyting algebra and therefore
distributive. (Theorem 3.6 and Corollary 3.7). In section 4 we prove some
theorems which pave the way to our work in section 5. The main part
of section 5 is devoted to the class ~ which consists of all completely
distributive complete lattices, all of whose complete homomorphic images
are complete rings of sets. It is well known that every completely distri-
butive complete lattice is a complete homomorphic image of a complete
ring of sets but not every such lattice is a complete ring of sets. Examples
of lattices that belong to ~ are complete atomic Boolean algebras and
complete (dual) ordinals. Indeed, every complete atomic Boolean algebra
is a power algebra.
Also, a complete (dual) ordinal is a complete ring of sets and a complete
homomorphic image of a complete (dual) ordinal is again a complete
(dual) ordinal. As our first result we prove that every completely distri-
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butive complete lattice which is countable belongs to PA (Theorem 5.1).
We then show that a completely distributive complete lattice belongs to
PA if and only if its lattice of complete congruence relations is a power
algebra. We finally consider a class which arises in a natural way in
connection with PA. That is the class ~ of all completely distributive
complete lattices none of whose complete homomorphic images (except
the one element lattice) is a complete ring of sets. We show that ~ consists
precisely of those completely distributive complete lattices which are
dense in itself. (Theorem 5.7).
2. PRELIMINARIES
If L is a lattice and a, bEL, 8 ~ L, then a+b, ab and 2,8, IT8 will
denote sums (joins) and products (meet) respectively. For a, bEL, a <, b,
[a, b]L, (a, b)L, [a, b)L, (a]L and [a)L have the usual meaning. In most
cases if there is no danger of confusion, we will simply write [a, b] instead
of [a, b]L etc.
A complete lattice is completely distributive if it satisfies
IT 2, Xst= 2, IT X8fP (B) '
,.S taT tpcT8 se8
A complete homomorphsem is a mapping between complete lattices which
preserves finite and infinite sums and products. In this paper the notion
of subdirect product of complete lattices is used in the usual sense, but
it is understood that the corresponding embedding and projections are
complete. If Lisa complete lattice then a complete congruence relation
oon L is a congruence relation which enjoys the substitution property
for infinite lattice operations. The complete lattice of complete congruence
relations of L is denoted by Con (L). For 0 E Con (L), Lie denotes the
complete quotient lattice of L modulo 0 and for a E L, [a]e denotes the
congruence class of L modulo 0 containing the element a. If h: L ~ L'
is a complete homomorphism between complete lattices then the kernel
of h, denoted by ker h is the complete congruence relation 0 on L defined
by x = y(O) "* h(x) =h(y) for z, y E L. We will use the symbols 1 and 2
to denote the one - and two elements lattice respectively. We finally
note that products in Con (L)are the same as products in the lattice
of all congruence relations of L. However, sums in Con (L) are in general
not the same as sums in the lattice of all congruence relations of L. For
concepts used in this paper and not defined, we refer the reader to [2]
and [4].
3. THE LATTICE OF COMPLETE CONGRUENCE RELATIONS OF A COMPLETE
CHAlN
The main purpose of this section is to prove that if 0 is a complete
chain, then the lattice Con (0) of complete congruence relations of 0 is
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a Heyting algebra. We will also show that Con (0) is not necessarily a
Boolean algebra.
If L is a complete lattice then the congruence classes of a complete
congruence relation are closed intervals. If in particular, L is a complete
chain 0 then every partition of 0 in closed intervals induces a complete
congruence relation, as can be easily seen. We first recall the following
theorem which holds for universal algebras with finitary and possibly
infinitary operations but which, for convenience, will be formulated for
complete lattices.
THEOREM 3.1. Let L be a complete lattice. Let (h, 02 E Con (L), 01<;;;,02.
Let 02 E L/61 be defined by [X]61 = [Y]61(02) -¢> x = y(02), for x, y E L. Then
[01, 02]con (L) ro.J [0, 02]con (L/61).
THEOREM 3.2. Let 0 be a complete chain and suppose 00 E Con (0).
Let (OJ)jcJ be the set of congruence classes of 0 modulo 00. Then
[0, Oo]con (e) ro.J X Con (OJ).
1cJ
PROOF. Define for 0 E [0, Oo]con (0) and for each j E J, OJ E Con (OJ) by
x = y(Oj) -¢>x = y(O) for x, y E OJ. Now define
[: [0, Oo]con (0) ---+ X Con (OJ)
1cJ
by (/(O))j=Oj for 0 E [0, OO]Con (0) and for each j E J. It is easy to see that
t is an isomorphism.
LEMMA 3.3. Let 0 be a complete chain. Then Con (0) IS pseudo-
complemented.
PROOF. Let 0 E Con (0). For each CEO, let [g, C]= [C]6. We now define
for each CEO elements c and Q of 0 as follows:
(1) if c<c, then c=c;
(2) if c=c, then c= 11{~: ~<x, ~>C, x EO} and dually for 2.
Note that Q<;; C<;; c for each CEO. We now proceed in steps and prove:
(i) For c, c' E 0, C' E [g, C] we have?' = cand Q' =!2. It suffices to prove
that?' =c and we may assume £<c and C=FC'. We have the following
cases:
(ih c-cc' <c. Since c<c, it follows from (1) that c=c. Also, C' =2 since
if c'<2 then c=c<c' =o>c=c<Q'<c'<2 =o>c<Q'<c'<c. Contradiction.
Hence c' =C' and thus by hypothesis and by (2), C' =c.
(i)2 c'=c. If c' <2 then by (1), ?'=c' =c. If c' =2 then again by (2)
and since c-c c' =c, we have?' =c.
(i)a c<c' <c. By the dual of (2) we have g=c. Also c' =2. Indeed,
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suppose c'<c'. But then c'<c=Q ~c'<Q ~~<c'<2<Q=c~(by the
dual of (2» c >2>c' ~ c »c' , Contradiction. Hence c' =2. Thus we have
by (2), 2' ={2=: 2= <X, 2= >-c' , x E G}. Now if x E G and 2=<x, 2=;;;'c', then
2= ;;;' c. Indeed, suppose 2= < c. Then c' < 2= < C = Q~ c' < 2= < x< c~ (by the
dual of (2») x,,;;; c ~ c' < 2= < x< c ~ c' < c. Contradiction. Thus ~> c and it
follows that cr :::"c. --
(ii) If c, C' E Gand [c, C] r. [c', 2'] ¥= 0then [c, C] = [c', '2]. By hypothesis,
there exists xEG such that x E [c, C] (") [c', 7]. By (i), c~x=c' andc=x = 7.
It follows from (i) and (ii) th~t the s~ of closed h;.te;'val; {[c, C]: c E G}
forms a partition of G which therefore induces a complete congruence
relation 0* E Con (G), such that [C]6. = [,~, C] for c E G.
(iii) 00*= o. Suppose 00*¥= O. Then there exist c, c' E G, c ¢ c', such
that c =c'(O) and c =c'(O*). We may assume e-c.e', Thus c<c' <2 = 0.
Then by (1), c=c. But c=7, thus c=? contradicting c-cc' <'2.
(iv) If 01 E Con (G) and 001= 0 then 01< 0*. Suppose 01 4; 0*. Then
there exist o, c' E G such that c == C'(01) and c ¢ c'(O*). We may assume
c < c', Now c< c' since c' < c ~ c< c < c' <c~ c =c'(0*). Contradiction.
Therefore c<c'. Let [C]OI=[C']ol==[a,b]. We have a<c<c<c'<b and we
consider two cases :
(ivh c < c. If c< b then c =C(01) but c = c(O) and o< C, so OOl"F 0 but
001= 0 and thus c>b. But then Q< c < b< c~ c = b(O). Also c =b(01) and
c < b so 001 ¥= O. Contradiction.
(iv)2 c= c. Then by (2) c= II {2=: ;J:<x, 2=>c, x E G}. But c<b. Hence
there exists x E G, 2= <x, c <~<b. Suppose x<b, then a<c<c<~<x<b~
~ ~=X(01)' But also ~=x(O) and 2= < x, thus O(h ¥= o. It follows that
x 4; b. But x>b ~2=<b<x~~ == b(O). Also a<c<~<b ~2= =b(01) and
again it would follow that 001 i= O. Thus x ::f> b which together with x 4; b
yields a contradiction.
It follows from (iii) and (iv) that 0* is the pseudocomplement of 0,
completing the proof of the lemma.
LEMMA 3.4. Let G be a complete chain. Then Con (G) is relatively
pseudocomplemented.
PROOF. Let 01, O2 E Con (G), 01<62• We must prove that [61, 62]Con (0)
is pseudooomplemented, Let 62 E Con (G) be defined as in Theorem 3.1.
Then we have by this theorem, [61, 62]con (0) '" [0, 62]Con (0/01), But G/o1
is a complete chain and therefore Con (G/01) is pseudocomplemented. But
a principal ideal in a pseudocomplemented lattice is again pseudocom-
plemented. This proves that [61, 62]con (0) is pseudocomplemented.
LEMMA. 3.5. Let G be a complete chain. Then complementation in
Con (G) is unique.
PROOF. Suppose O,01ECon(G), 6+61=1, 001=0. We will show that
61=0* , where 0* is the pseudocomplement of 6. Let for cEG, [C]6=[Q,C]
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and [C]81= [~, C]. It follows from the proof of Lemma 3.3 (cf. (1) and (2»
that we must prove the following. If CEO, then
(3) if c<c then c=c
(4) if c=c then c= II {~: ~<x, ~>C, x E O} and dually.
It suffices to prove (3) and (4). To prove (3) suppose e-cs; Now
CE [Q, C] (l [~, C]. Also a«s and Q<c,,;;;,c =>Q";;;'c =>Q<oo. Thus ooE [Q, C].
Similarly 00E [c, C] and thus CC E [Q, c] (l [c, C]. It follows that c =&(O(h)
and hence C = cl. But 00= Cor C, so C= Cor ~. Contradiction. For the proof
of (4) let b= II {~:~<x,~;;;'C,XEO}.Thus we must show that c=b.
We proceed in steps and prove:
(i) if x E (c, b), then ~=x=x. Indeed, assume first that ~<x then
c=c<x =>c=c<~<x<x. Thus by definition of b, b<~<x but x-cb.
Contradiction. Next, assume x<x. Then c=c<x => c<~<x<x and thus
b<~<x but e-cb. Contradiction. It follows that ~=x=x.
(ii) b= 6. Suppose b< 6. By definition of b, there exists x E 0 such that
b<~<b, ~<x, ~;;;.c. We have two cases:
(iih x<6. Then ~<b<~<x<b and thus ~=X(Ol) and also ~=x(O).
But this contradicts 001 = 0 since ~ =1= X.
(ii)z x;;;. 6. Then b<b<~<6<xand thus ~=6(01) and also ~=6(0).
But this again cont~adicts 001 = 0 since ~ =1= 6.
(iii) c=b. Thus by (ii), we must prove c=b=b. By definition of b,
ccb thus c<b=b and hence c<6. Suppose c<6=b. Then c<b. Let
0' E Con (0) be defined by the set consisting of the following -closed
intervals: (C]; the congruence classes modulo 01 which are contained in
(c, b), and by [b). Since s-cb we have c¢ b(O') and thus 0'< 1. We show
that 0,,;;;, 0'. Thu; we must sh~w that if x is an element of 0, then ~ == x(O').
We have three cases:
(iiih ~ E (C]. We must show that x E (C]. First assume ~<c=c. Then
x,,;;;,c( =c),,;;;,c so x,,;;;,c. Next, assume c=c<~<c. Suppose x>c then
c=c<~<c<x and thus by definition of b, b<~<c or b<c, but c<6.
Contradiction. Hence x< c.
(iii), ~ E (15, ~). We must show that ~=x. We have c<c<~<~<b and
thus ~ E (c, b) and by (i), ~=x.
(iii)3 ~ E [b). To show x E [b), but this is trivial.
It follows that 0,,;;;, 0' and sin~e obviously 01 < 0' we have 0+ 01" 0' < 1.
Contradiction. This completes the proof of the lemma.
THEOREM 3.6. Let 0 be a complete chain. Then Con (0) is distri-
butive.
PROOF. We prove that relative complementation in Con (0) is unique.
Thus suppose 01, Oz E Con (0), 01 < Oz. It follows from Theorems 3.1 and
3.2 that [01, 02]COn (0) '" Xj.J Con (OJ), where (Ojh.J is a set of complete
chains. By Lemma 3.5, in each Con (OJ) complementation is unique.
Hence complementation in [01 , 02]COD (0) is unique.
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COROLLARY 3.7. Let 0 be a complete chain. Then Con (0) is a Heyting
algebra.
PROOF. By Theorem 3.6 and Lemma 3.4, Con (0) is a distributive
relatively pseudocomplemented lattice. Therefore Con (0) is a Heyting
algebra (cf. [2]).
REMARK. It also follows that Con (0) satisfies the infinite distributive
law:
o! Ot = ! OOt.
iEl iEl
The question arises whether Con (0), 0 a complete chain, is necessarily
a Boolean algebra. The following example shows that the answer is in
the negative. (The author is indebted to A. Bousfield and J. Berman for
helpful discussions which led to this example). Let 1=[0, 1] be the real
unit interval and assume that each element of I is represented by its
ternary expansion. Consider the class oF of closed intervals [x, y], where
X=0'XIX2 ... xk1, y=0'XIX2 '" Xk2 with XtE {O, 2} for l.;;;:i.;;;:k. (Thus the
intervals (x, y) are the middle third intervals used in the usual construction
of the Cantor discontinuum). Let 0 be the complete congruence relation
on I defined by the intervals belonging to oF and the closed intervals
[x, x], x E I,...." U oF. We will show that the pseudocomplement 0* of 0
is O. Using the notation of the proof of Lemma 3.3, we must prove that
for CEO, c=c=c. If CE (x, y) for some [x, y] E oF then it follows immedi-
ately fro~ (1) and from its dual that c= ~=c. If c=x for some [x, y] E oF
then c=x<y=c so again by (1), c=c. In order to prove that in this case
c =c note that c=x=c, thus we must use the dual of (2). Assume
;=0'XIX2 ... xk1, - Xt E {O, 2} for l.;;;:i.;;;:k. Suppose Z E I and z<x. Then
there exists v E I, z.;;;:v<x and where V=0'XIX2 XkOylY2 ... yp, yt=2 for
l.;;;:i.;;;:p and for some p;;d. Let U=0'XIX2 Xlc0YlY2 '" yp-1l then
[u, v] E oF and it follows from the dual of (2) that ~=x=c. If c=y for
some [x, y] E oF, then c=x<y=c, so by the dual of (1), c=c. In order
to prove in this case that c=c, note that c=y=c so (2) ~ust be used.
Assume that y=0'XIX2 ... Xk2, xtE {O, 2} for l.;;;:i.;;;:k. Suppose zEI and
y < z. Then there exists U E I, y < U.;;;: Z and where u = O·XIX2 ... Xk2YlY2 ...
... ypl, Yt=O for l.;;;:i.;;;:p and for some p. Let V=0'XIX2 ... Xk2YlY2 ... yp2
then [u, v] E oF and it follows that c= c. Finally, suppose c E I ,...." U oF
In this case c=g=c so (2) and its dual apply. Since c E I,...." U oF, c has
an infinite expansion (i.e. it does not end in all O's or in all 2's) and this
expansion has only O's and 2's as digits. Now suppose z>c. We must
show that there exists an interval [x, y] E oF such that c<x.;;;:z. We may
assume that z E I,...." U oF, hence both c and z have an infinite expansion
with only O'sand 2's as digits. Letc=0,wIW2 '" Wk-lWlc ... andz=0,wIW2 .
... Wlc-lZlc ... where Wlc i= Zlc. But c < Zso Wlc = 0 and Zk = 2. Let x = o·WIW2 .
... Wlc-l1 and y=0'WIW2 ... Wlc-12 then c<x.;;;:Z and [x, y] E oF. It follows
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that c= E. A similar argument shows that c=c. We conclude that 8* =0
and therefore () is not complemented.
4. COMPLETELY DISTRIBUTIVE COMPLETE LATTICES
We start this section with recalling some more definitions and results.
If L is a lattice and a, bEL, we write a -< b (or b coeers a) if a-cb and
(a, b)=0. L has the jump property if for all a, bEL, a -cb, there exist
c, dEL such that a <;c -< d c b. L is dense in itself if for all a, bEL a-cb,
(a, b)*0. If a, b EL then b is an immediate predecessor of a if b«:a and
(a] = (b] u {a}. An element a of a complete lattice L is completely join
irreducible if a <; I 8, for 0*8 r;;, L implies a < 8 for some 8 E 8. Note
that if L satisfies the infinite distributive law stated after Corollary 3.7
(and thus in particular, if L is completely distributive), then the condition
of complete join irreducibility is equivalent to the following definition:
a E L is completely join irreducible if a= I8, 0*8 ~ L implies a=s for
some 8 E 8. A complete ring of sets is a complete lattice whose elements
are subsets of some set with set-theoretic operations as lattice operations
(finite and infinite).
THEOREM 4.1. (Balachandran [1], Bruns [3], Raney [5]). Let L be a
complete lattice. The following are equivalent : (i) L is a complete ring
of sets; (ii) every element of L is the sum of completely join irreducible
elements. If in addition, L is completely distributive, then (i) and (ii)
are. equivalent to: (iii) L has the jump property.
Before stating the next theorem, recall that a complete chain is com-
pletely distributive (cf. [2]) and also note that a non zero element of a
complete chain is completely join irreducible if and only if it has an
immediate predecessor.
THEOREM 4.2. (Raney [6], [7]). Let L be a complete lattice. The
following are equivalent : (i) L is completely distributive; (ii) for a, bEL,
a :( b, there exist p, q E L such that a :( p, b *q and L = (p] u [q); (iii)
L is a subdirect product of complete chains.
LEMMA. 4.3. Let L be a complete lattice and let a E L, a*O. The
following are equivalent: (i) a is completely join irreducible; (ii) there
exists a' EL, a:( a' such that L=(a'] U [a) (and moreover (a'] () [a)=0).
If in addition, L is completely distributive, then (i) and (ii) are equivalent
to: (iii) a has an immediate predecessor £to.
PROOF. If a is completely join irreducible and a' = !a~a 8, then (ii)
is immediate. That (ii) implies (i) is also immediate. If L is completely
distributive and a is completely join irreducible, let £to = L.< II 8, then £to
is an immediate predecessor of a.
(iii) => (i) is trivial.
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LEMMA 4.4. Let L, L' be complete lattices and let h: L ~ L' be a
complete homomorphism which is onto. Suppose bEL', b completely join
irreducible. Let a= II {x E L; h(x)=b}. Then a is completely join irre-
ducible and if b~O, then a'f;O.
PROOF. It is easy to see that a= II {x E L: h(x);>b} and that h(a)=b.
If b=O, then obviously a=O. Thus assume b'f;O. By Lemma 4.3, there
exists b' E L' such that b ~ b' and L' = (b'] U [b). Let a' = ~ {x E L:
h(x) <b'}. For x E L, h(x)<b' or h(x»b, so «-ca' or x>a. Thus L=(a'] U
U [a). Also a ~ a' since a-ca' implies h(a) <h(a') and thus b-cb', Finally,
since a ~ a', a~O. It follows from Lemma 4.3 that a is completely join
irreducible.
LEMMA 4.5. Suppose L is a complete lattice which is a subdirect
product of complete chains. Then L is dense in itself if and only if each
chain is dense in itself.
PROOF. Suppose L is a subdirect product of complete chains (Ct)c.l.
If for io E I, Cto is not dense in itself, then Cto has a non zero completely
join irreducible element, but then by Lemma 4.4 L also has such an
element. But since each Ct is completely distributive, L is completely
distributive and it follows that L has an element which has an immediate
predecessor and therefore, L is not dense in itself. Next, suppose that
each Ct is dense in itself. Let for x E L, Xt denote the projection of x on Ct.
Suppose a, bEL, a-cb. There exists io E I such that %<bto' By hypothesis,
there is an element U E Cto such that ato< U < bto and an element c E L
such that Cto=u. Since (a+cb)to=u, we have a<a+cb<b and thus L is
dense in itself.
THEOREM 4.6. Let L be a completely distributive complete lattice.
The following are equivalent: (i) L has no completely join irreducible
elements except 0; (ii) L is dense in itself. Moreover if L is dense in itself
then every complete homomorphic image of L is dense in itself.
PROOF. (i) ==? (ii). By Theorem 4.2, L is a subdirect product of complete
chains. By Lemma 4.4, each of these chains have no completely join
irreducible elements except 0. Therefore each chain is dense in itself and
thus by Lemma 4.5, L is dense in itself. (ii) ==? (i). Immediate from Lemma
4.3. Finally, suppose L is dense in itself and L' is a complete homomorphic
image of L which is not dense in itself. Then by (i) ==? (ii) of this theorem,
L' has a completely join irreducible element ~°and it follows from
Lemma 4.4, that L has such an element. But then again by (ii) ==? (i) of
this theorem, L is not dense in itself. Contradiction. This completes the
proof of the theorem.
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THEOREM 4.7. Let L be a completely distributive complete lattice
which is not a complete ring of sets. Then L has a complete homomorphic
image which is not 1 and which is dense in itself (and which is therefore
infinite).
PROOF. By Theorem 4.1, there exists an element a E L, a;60 which
is not the sum of completely join irreducible elements. Let L 1 = (a]. It is
obvious that an element of L 1 is completely join irreducible in L 1 if and
only if it is completely join irreducible in L. Also note that L 1 ;61. Let
ao=! {xEL1 : x completely join irreducible in L1} . Then ao<lLl(=a). If
h:L~Ll is defined by h(x)=ax for xEL then obviously, h is a complete
homomorphism which is onto. Let 0 be the congruence relation on L1
defined by x =y(O) -¢> x +ao = y +ao, for x, YELl. Then 0 is complete and
therefore the homomorphism ha: L 1 ~ L 1/8 is complete (and onto). Since
obviously a i= ao(O), we have that L1/8 ;61. We show that 0 is the only
completely join irreducible element of L 1/8• Indeed, suppose b E L1/8, b;60
and b completely join irreducible. Then by Lemma 4.4, there exists an
element al ELI, al7'bO, h1(a)=b and al completely join irreducible. But
then al",ao and therefore h1(al )= b< h(ao)= O. Contradiction. By theorem
4.6, Ll/8 is therefore dense in itself. Since L 1/8 is a complete homomorphic
image of Land L 1/8 ;61, the proof is complete.
COROLLARY 4.8. Let L be a completely distributive complete lattice
which is not a complete ring of sets. Then L has a complete homomorphic
image which is not 1 and which is a complete dense in itself chain.
PROOF, By Theorem 4.7, L has a complete homomorphic image L 19d
which is dense in itself. But by Theorem 4.2, L 1 is a subdirect product
of complete chains. Since Ll7'f,1, at least one of those chains is not 1
and this chain is by Lemma 4.5, (or by Theorem 4.6) dense in itself.
5. CLASSES OF COMPLETELY DISTRIBUTIVE COMPLETE LATTICES
In this section we will investigate two special classes of completely
distributive complete lattices. The first of these is the class f!l consisting
of all completely distributive complete lattices all of whose complete
homomorphic images are complete rings of sets. We have already observed
in section 1, that complete atomic Boolean algebras and complete (dual)
ordinals belong to f!l. The first of these facts is of course known and the
second follows immediately from Theorem 4.1. We will now show first
that every countable, completely distributive complete lattice also belongs
to a.
THEOREM 5.1. Let L be a completely distributive complete lattice
which is countable. Then L belongs to P-l,
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PROOF. It suffices of course to show that every completely distributive
complete lattices which is countable is a complete ring of sets. We first
prove this for complete chains. Thus, suppose that C is a countable
complete chain and assume that C is not a complete ring of sets. Then
by Theorem 4.1, C has not the jump property. Therefore C has an interval
[a, b], a-cb, which is dense in itself. But [a, b] is countable and therefore
[a, b] is isomorphic to the unit interval of the rationals which however,
is not complete. It follows that C is a complete ring of sets. The general
case follows now immediately from Theorem 4.2.
Our main result concerning the characterization of fJl is contained in
the following theorem.
THEOREM 5.2. Let L be a completely distributive complete lattice.
Then L E fJl if and only if Con (L) is completely distributive. Moreover,
if L E fJl then Con (L) is isomorphic to 2x for some set X.
We will prove a sequence of lemmas which will lead to the proof of
the theorem.
LEMMA 5.3. Let C be a complete chain which is dense in itself and
C # 1. Suppose 0 E Con (C). Then we have: (i) if 0# 0, there exists
01 E Con (C) such that 0<01<0; (ii) if 0# 1, then there exists 01E Con (C)
such that 0 < 01< 1; if 0# 0, 1, then there exists 01 E Con (C) such that
01 4; 0 and 01 ;j:; O.
PROOF (i). By hypothesis, 0 has a congruence class [a,b] such thata<b.
By density of C, there exists an element a' E C, such that a-ca' <b. Let
01 E Con (C) be defined by [a, a'] and the intervals [x, x], x E C '" [a, a'].
Obviously, 0<01<0. (ii) 0 has a congruence class [a, b]#C, thus either
O<a or b«:1, say, O<a. If [0]6=[0, c] then c-cc. By density of C, there
exists dEC such that e-cd «;a. If [d]6= [d1,d2] , then c<d1";;;;.d<~<a.Let
01 E Con (C) be defined by [d1,b] and the intervals [X]6 for x E C '" [d1,b].
Then 0<01< 1. (iii) Since 0<0< 1, 0 has a congruence class [a, b] such
that a-cb and [a, b]#C, say a#O. By density of C there exist c E C such
that O<c<a and dEC such that a-cd-cb. Let 01 E Con (C) be defined
by [c, d] and the intervals [x, x], x E C '" [c, d]. Obviously 01 4; 0 and
01 ~ O.
LEMMA 5.4. Let C be a complete chain which is dense in itself, C # 1.
Then Con (C) is not completely distributive.
PROOF. In this proof we will without danger of confusion, denote both
the zero (one) element of C and of Con (C) by 0(1). Also note, that since
C#1, we have that Con (C)#1. We will show that Con (C) does not
satisfy condition (ii) of Theorem 4.2. Suppose there exist 01, O2 E Con (C),
such that 1 4; 01, 0 ;j:; O2 and such Con (C)= (01] U [(2) . Now 0#01, since
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O=(h implies Con (G)= (0] U [(2 ). But O2 # 0 so by Lemma 5.3, there
exists 0' E Con (G) such that 0 < 0' < 02 and then 0' 1= (0] U [(2), Contra-
diction. Hence 0 < 01 < 1. Similarly, again applying Lemma 5.3, it follows
that O2 # 1 and thus 0 < O2 < 1. We will now show that there exists
oECon (G) such that 8 1= (01] U [(2). Since 0 < 01< 1 and 0 < O2< 1, 81 has a
congruence class [aI, bl ] and O2 has a congruence relation [a2, bz], such that
al <bl, [aI, bl]#G, a2<b2 and [az, bz]#G. There are two cases:
(i) [a2, b2] C [aI, bl]' Since [aI, bl]#G either O<aI or bl < 1, say bl < 1.
Let 0 E Con (G) be defined by the closed intervals [bl, 1] and [x, x],
x EG,...., [bI' 1]. Now bi =1(0) but bl ¢. 1(01) so 8 ~ 81. Again, a2 =b2(82)
but a2#b2<bl so a2 ¢. b2(0) and thus O2~ 0. Hence 01= (01] U [(2).
(ii) [az, b2] 1= [aI, bl]. Then either b2>bl or al <az, say b2>bl. Let
a = az +bi. But a2< b2and bi < b2, thus a < b2. By density of G, there exists
c E G, such that a-c c-cb«. Thus bl -ca-cc-cb«. So bx ¢. c(fh) since
bl = C(Ol) '* CE [aI, bl ] '* c<bl, but cc-b-, Let 8 E Con (G) be defined by
the closed intervals [bl' c] and [x, x], x E G ,...., [bI, c]. So bl = c(8) and thus
o~ 81. Again, we have az<a<c<b2. Therefore c = b2(8z). But also
bl <c<b2 so bz 1= [bl, c] and thus b2 ¢. c(8). Therefore 82 ~ 8. It follows
that 0 1= (01] U [(2), completing the proof of the lemma.
LEMMA 5.5. Let L be a completely distributive complete lattice such
that Con (G) is completely distributive. Then L is a complete ring of sets.
PROOF. Suppose L is not a complete ring of sets. By Corollary 4.8,
there exists a complete onto homomorphism k: L -+ G, where G is a
complete chain which is dense in itself and G# 1. By Lemma 5.4, Con (G)
is not completely distributive. Let 8 be the kernel of h, Then Con (G) r-.J
[8)con (L). Thus [8)con (L) and therefore Con (L), is not completely
distributive.
Before we will state the next lemma, we will introduce the following
useful notation. Let L be a complete lattice. Then Cono (L) = {8ECon (L):
LIe is a complete ring of sets}. Cons (L) is considered as a partially ordered
set under the same partial ordering as that of Con (L).
LEMMA 5.6. Let L be a complete ring of sets and let X be the set of
completely non zero join irreducible elements of L. Then Cono (L) '" 2X •
PROOF. By Theorem 4.1, if a E L, then a= L {x: x E X, x<a}. Let
d={x: x E X, x,;;;; a} then the map a 1-+ d is a regular embedding (i.e. a
one - one complete homomorphism) of L into 2x (cf. [2]). We now define
for every Xl C X a map kXl: L -+ 2x , by kxl(a)=d () Xl. Obviously, kXl
is a complete homomorphism and kXl[L] is a complete ring of sets. There-
fore OXI = kernel kXl ECono(L). The map Xl 1-+ OXI for Xl ~ X establishes
a map 2X -+ Cono (L). We now proceed in steps and show:
(i) the map is onto. Let 00 E Cono (L) and let k: L -+ LI60 be the
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canonical homomorphism. Let Yo be the set of completely non zero join
irreducible elements of Lillo and let
X o= { IT Z:yEYO}= { IT Z:yEYO}'
11(:1:1-11 II(II~II
Then by Lemma 4.4, Xo k X. We claim that (Jxo=(Jo. It suffices to show
that h(a)=h(b) ~d n xo=b n Xo. Suppose first, h(a)=h(b) and let
Xo E d n Xo. Thus
Xo= IT Z= IT z for some yo E Y.
11(11-110 a<II~1I0
We have h(xo)=yo. But also, xo<a =*yo=h(xo) <h(a)=h(b) =*yo<h(b) =;.
=*xo<b =;'XEb =*xo E b n Xo. Next, suppose d n Xo=b n Xo. We must
show that h(a)=h(b) that is, we must show that Yon (h(a)] = Yon (h(b)].
Suppose yo E Yo n (h(a)]. Let
Xo = IT z, then Xu E X and h(xo) = yo.
11(1»110
Now
Yo<h(a) =*xo<a =*xo Ed n X o =* Xo E b n X o =*xo<b =*
=*h(xo)=yo<h(b) =*Yo E Yon (h(b)].
Hence Yo n (h(a)] k Yo n (h(b)]. The reverse inequality follows similarly.
(ii) Xl c X 2 =;. (JX1,;;>OX2 for Xl, X2 c X. This is obvious.
(iii) OX1,;;>OX2 =*Xl ~ X 2 for Xl, X 2 c X. Suppose Xl i X 2. Then
there exists x E Xl, X ¢ X 2. Since xi= 0, x has by Lemma 4.3 an immediate
predecessor Xo. We first show that Xo =X(OX2)' Thus, to show that
~o n X2=~ n X 2. Now
y E ~o n X 2 =;.y<.xo, y E X 2 =*y<,x, y E X 2 =*YE~ n X 2.
Again, YE~ n X2 =*y<.x, YEX2. But yi=x since y=x would imply XEX2.
Hence y<x and therefore y,xo and it follows that y E ~o n X 2. Next
we show that Xo ¥= X(OX1)' Thus we must show that ~o n Xli=~ n Xl.
Now Xo<X =* x ¢ ~o n Xl. Again, x<x, x E Xl =* X E ~ n Xl. Hence
~ n Xl i ~o n Xl. It follows that OXl ~ OX2 completing the proof of (iii).
It now follows that the map Xl I~ OXl for Xl ~ X, establishes an
isomorphism between the dual algebra of 2x and Cono(L). But a Boolean
algebra is isomorphic to its dual and therefore Cono (L) and 2x are
isomorphic.
We are now ready to prove Theorem 5.2.
PROOF OF THEOREM 5.2. First, suppose L ¢ Pl. Then there exists
oE Con (L) such that LIB is not a complete ring of sets. By Lemma 5.5,
Con (LM is not completely distributive. But Con (LM = [O)con (L) and thus
Con (L) is not completely distributive. Next, assume that L E f!4. But
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then by Lemma 5.6, Con (L)=2x where X is the set of completely non
zero join irreducible elements of L.
We finally consider the class fi) of all completely distributive complete
lattices none of whose complete homomorphic images (except 1) is a
complete ring of sets. The following theorem characterizes the class fi).
THEOREM 5.7. Suppose L is a completely distributive complete lattice.
Then L E fi) if and only if L is dense in itself.
PROOF. Suppose L is dense in itself. Then by Theorem 4.6, L has no
completely join irreducible elements except O. If L' is a complete homo-
morphic image of L, then it follows from Lemma 4.4 that L' has no
completely join irreducible elements except O. If in addition, L'i= 1, then
we infer from Theorem 4.1 that L' is not a complete ring of sets. Next,
suppose that L is not dense in itself. Then by Theorem 4.6, L has an
element a, a oft 0 such that a is completely join irreducible. But then the
map h: L ~ 2, defined by h(x) = 0 ~ x ~ a is a complete onto homo-
morphism. Hence L has a complete homomorphic image which is a
complete ring of sets and which is not 1. This completes the proof of
the theorem.
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